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What if the Church has spent years confused about what Jesus was really about? 
What if the message being communicated by Christians to the world bore little 
resemblance to the message of Jesus as a first century Jew? Those questions form 
the heart of Brian McLaren’s ‘most unsettling and revolutionary book to date’ (from 
the inside jacket cover). 
 
For those unfamiliar with McLaren, he is the former Senior Pastor at Cedar Ridge 
Community Church near Washington D.C. and in recent years has catapulted onto 
the national (and now international) stage for his involvement in the Emerging 
Church and the Emergent conversation (an ongoing formal/informal dialogue 
between persons who believe that our current cultural climate demands revision and 
reconstruction of the church as it is both designed and lived out in our world). 
McLaren’s previous works such as A New Kind of Christian and A Generous 
Orthodoxy have brought no small amount of praise and criticism as they have 
attempted to communicate this new vision of what Christianity might become in the 
postmodern world in which we live.  
 
The Secret Message of Jesus (TSMJ) is written for a broad audience – everyone from 
spiritual seekers to pastors – and in McLaren’s words, ‘everything I’ve written to this 
point has been a preparation for this book.’1 Believing this is his most important work 
to date, McLaren wrote this book primarily for those who consider themselves 
‘spiritual-but-not-religious’ – interested in Jesus but turned off by ‘institutional 
religion’ and the Religious Right and much of what is passed off as Christian in the 
world around us. The title of the book is intentionally provocative and have brought 
claims of Gnosticism which McLaren considers unfortunate but understandable. What 
becomes apparent when reading the book’s introduction is that McLaren is shrewdly 
playing off the current cultural fascination with Dan Brown’s The DaVinci Code and its 
themes of secrecy and cover-up about Jesus Christ – McLaren’s goal is to reveal the 
‘strategic indirectness’ of Jesus in hiding his message in ‘parable, sign and wonder,’ a 
strategy that was central to Jesus’ ministry.  
 
The book is divided into three parts designed to lead the reader to discover the 
context of Jesus’ message and then wrestle with and apply that message to the 
world in which we live today. The first section, which seeks to excavate the historic 
goings-on in Jesus’ world that shaped his message, begins by asking us to consider 
the possibility that Jesus’ message has been unintentionally misunderstood or 
intentionally distorted leading many people to miss all or at least part of Jesus’ 
purpose. That possibility, with its implications for how life in our world might change 
in very real and practical ways if we knew this hidden message of Jesus, is the 
engine that drives McLaren throughout the pages of TSMJ. 
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Jesus’ Jewish Political Message 
 
Seeing Jesus’ message as an overtly political message, McLaren lays out the political 
playing field in Jesus’ day along with the reactions of various religious groups to the 
Roman occupation of the Jewish people. At the heart of Jesus’ message and ministry 
was a call to people to ‘see, seek, receive, and enter a new political and social and 
spiritual entity [Jesus] calls the kingdom (or empire) of God, or the kingdom (or 
empire) of heaven2’ – a kingdom that challenges the supremacy of the Roman 
Caesar by placing ultimate authority in the hands of God.  
 
Such a political message reveals Jesus to be one of a long line of Jewish prophets, 
speaking for ‘the poor, the forgotten, the rejected, and the outcasts;’ emphasizing 
inward sincerity of heart, not outward conformity to tradition; reminding his hearers 
of the coming judgment on injustice and hypocrisy; and most importantly (to 
McLaren), Jesus ‘echoed and intensified the prophetic message that a new world 
order was possible and coming3.’ What is most shocking about Jesus is his insistence 
that this kingdom of God is ‘available to be grasped, knocking at the door – not just 
someday in the future, but here and now. Here and now!”4 
 
Jesus sees the story of the Jewish people – with God as the main character of the 
story – as coming together in his time (Luke 4:18-19), a concept which McLaren 
illustrates in the hopes of creating a picture of Jesus far more revolutionary that the 
Jesus ‘whose main job was to die so my sins could be forgiven and I could go to 
heaven (no small thing of course!), of great value  ‘in my heart’ and outside of this 
world and history, but not terribly important as a public, historical, present factor in 
relation to the status quo and the powers that be.’5 
 
McLaren’s discovery of this way of seeing Jesus served to lead him to this ‘hidden 
message’ of Jesus. No longer was ‘eternal life’ about ‘life after death,’ in its 
relationship to the present kingdom of God, such a life is one ‘that is radically 
different from the way people are living these days, a life that is full and overflowing, 
a higher life that is centered in an interactive relationship with God and with 
Jesus…an extraordinary life to the full centered in a relationship with God.’6 The 
pressing question becomes why does Jesus not make this good news more clear? 
Why does he seem to hide his message in secrecy and a lack of clarity?  
 
A Mystery for Regular People 
 
That question leads into the second section of TSMJ. Noting Jesus’ use of parable, 
McLaren reveals that Jesus’ intent in communicating his message in such a subtle, 
indirect and secretive manner was to bring about spiritual transformation, not just 
convey information – a reality made possible because ‘a parable renders its hearers 
not as experts, not as know-it-alls, not as scholars…but as children.’7 In bringing 
about a new of way of thinking, seeing, and living, God respects our dignity by not 
battering us into submission but leaves us free to discover and choose for ourselves 
whether to follow Jesus. That is the beauty of Jesus’ use of parable and his 
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construction of a kingdom using stories that can be easily ignored and easily 
misunderstood.  
 
In addition to parables, Jesus demonstrated the present reality of the kingdom in his 
use of signs and wonders – events in which that which is impossible becomes what 
is. They are ‘the message of the kingdom spread in media beyond words.’8 Standing 
in opposition to those who deny the reality of such supernatural events, McLaren 
sees such things as witnesses of the presence of God in our messy, everyday lives.  
 
This secret message of Jesus – contained in parable, sign and wonder – requires a 
secret method. The Kingdom of God does not come to destroy but to be destroyed 
and as seen in the opposition Jesus faced from the Roman opposition and the Jewish 
religious elite, this strategy lures systemic covert evil out of the shadows and into 
the light where it can be named, exposed and expelled. As McLaren states, ‘What if 
our only hope lies in this impossible paradox: the only way the kingdom of God can 
be strong in a truly liberating way is through a scandalous, noncoercive kind of 
weakness; the only way it can be powerful is through astonishing vulnerability; the 
only way it can live is by dying; the only way it can succeed is by failing?’9 
 
This kingdom is built by taking the message of the kingdom to the nations. Jesus 
modeled and called us to discipleship – living as a community of people learning to 
follow after Jesus and live out Jesus’ message, a message that McLaren believes has 
been communicated wrongly in countless ways for centuries. What will bring about 
the transformation of our communities is when this secret message of Jesus is 
believed, proclaimed, and lived.  
 
Who carries out this mission? Each person who has been reconciled to God and to 
each other – people who ‘see their entire lives as an opportunity to make the 
beautiful music of God’s kingdom so that more and more people will be drawn into it, 
and so that the world will be changed by their growing influence. Everyone can have 
a role in this expanding kingdom – women and men, masters and servants, powerful 
and powerless, old and young, urban and rural, white collar and blue collar, 
previously religious and previously irreligious. Each life can add beauty to the secret 
message of Jesus. Each person can be a secret agent of the secret kingdom.’10 
 
McLaren then decries the fact that many in the church have missed this secret 
message of Jesus by maintaining that Jesus’ message is about ‘justification by grace 
through faith, the free gift of salvation, Christ being a substitutionary sacrifice for my 
sin.’11 Attempting to speak into the current debate in some circles in which Jesus is 
seen in opposition to the writings of the Apostle Paul, McLaren then attempts to show 
that Paul’s emphasis in his writing was no different than that of Jesus – he simply 
used different words and phrases and built off of Jesus’ concepts rather than repeat 
what Jesus had said.  
 
How do we connect with Jesus message and live it out daily for the rest of our lives? 
First, by repenting that our wrongs have been saved by Jesus; second, by believing 
in God in such a way that our actions mimic those of God; third, by remaining 
receptive to God’s gift of himself and everything else we need to live out Jesus’ 
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message; fourth, by going public with our repentance, faith and receptivity through 
baptism. These four moves lead to a lifetime of learning to follow Jesus through 
spiritual disciplines. 
 
Jesus in Our World 
 
McLaren’s third section is his attempt to cast a vision for how a widespread grasping 
of the hidden message of Jesus might change the world. He begins the section by 
focusing on the Sermon on the Mount in Matthew 5-7, what McLaren calls Jesus’ 
kingdom manifesto. Convinced that God is just as (maybe even more) concerned 
with questions about doing life here and now as opposed to focusing on life after we 
die, McLaren sees these words of Jesus as calling his followers to be ‘radical 
participants in a high-commitment endeavor’12 that calls you to do the right things 
with the right heart.  
 
This kingdom manifesto transforms both social relationships and spiritual practices. 
Focusing on giving to the poor, prayer, and fasting as examples of such spiritual 
practice, the kingdom of God is seen as a revolutionary, counter-cultural movement 
that declares rebellion against the enslaving rule of money, sex, and power. There is 
a way of life that surpasses that of the ‘religious leaders and Pharisees’ – the life of 
making God’s kingdom our first priority.  
 
Believing that the cultural baggage that comes with the idea of the word ‘kingdom’ 
will keep people from seeing Jesus’ message, McLaren suggests several different 
ways of re-articulating the heart of what Jesus came to say and show: the dream of 
God; the revolution of God; the mission of God; the party of God; the network of 
God; and the dance of God.  
 
The goal of God’s kingdom ‘is not victory on its own terms but rather peace on God’s 
terms.’13 McLaren discusses the place and role of violence within God’s kingdom, 
ultimately rejecting the concept of just war in favor of a conviction that ‘the kingdom 
of God would triumph not by inflicting violence but by enduring it – not by making 
others suffer but by willingly endure suffering for the sake of justice…’14 McLaren 
rejects the extremes that mark our day when it comes to the conflict in Iraq – we 
should neither vilify all things military nor praise all things military. Jesus calls us to 
recognize ‘that the kingdom of God never advances by or through war and violence’15 
but that it may advance during times of violence. Ultimately, followers of Jesus 
believe that there are creative alternatives to war and violence. 
 
Does the kingdom of God include everybody as insiders, or does it leave some on the 
outside? McLaren reminds us that ‘the kingdom of God that is available to all can be 
missed by some.” We must grasp two sets of dangers: the danger of hostile 
exclusion and the danger of naïve inclusion. ‘To be truly inclusive, the kingdom must 
exclude exclusive people, to be truly reconciling, the kingdom must not reconcile 
with those who refuse reconciliation; to achieve its purpose of gathering people, it 
must not gather those who scatter.’16 
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When will the kingdom fully come? And what should we expect between now and 
then? McLaren states that ‘neither the Bible nor the teachings of Jesus are intended 
to give us a timeline of the future.’17 Instead, McLaren proposes a much simpler 
solution: ‘live with ever-present warning and promise, with the ultimate warning that 
evil and injustice will lose and the ultimate promise that God and good will win.’18 
Instead of being a book about a galaxy far, far away, the Bible becomes a way of 
talking about the challenges of the immediate present. This emphasis on the here 
and now leads McLaren to declare that ‘Jesus’ secret message tells us, then, that this 
new world is so possible it is at hand, within reach – and as a result, now is the time 
to rethink everything and begin to learn to live in the ways of the kingdom of God.’19  
 
The secret message of Jesus isn’t primarily about ‘heaven after you die.’ It doesn’t 
give us an escape route from the world but rather it enlists us in God’s vision for the 
here and now. A central element of Jesus’ message is a ‘radical confidence that 
death is not the end, that this life is not all there is, and that there will be a real 
resurrection.’20 
 
McLaren ends with these words: 
 

Whatever we learn about the secret message of Jesus should make us 
want to seek more, learn more, experience more – and not just to 
understand it from a book, but to ‘get into it’ by living it. I suppose it’s 
like golf or fishing or playing the violin or being married or raising 
children or skydiving or falling in love or being alive: you can read 
books about it, but that’s not the real point is it?21 

 
 
The Missing Words of Jesus’ Message 
 
I confess I was not optimistic when TSMJ arrived at the condo I was staying at 
during vacation (you’ve gotta love Amazon.com!). I have found McLaren’s 
bent towards revision and reconstruction of the Christian community and 
message in light of postmodernism to be less than consistent from a biblical 
perspective. His last book, A Generous Orthodoxy, was unintentionally 
insulting to practically every tradition and stream of Christianity to which 
McLaren supposedly attached himself to as he redefined much of what makes 
these groups distinctive. In an effort to communicate love and tolerance, I 
have found Brian to be rather unhelpful in pointing people to a way of life that 
honors God. I share the concern of a growing number of people who see 
McLaren lead the charge for no small number of theologians and practitioners 
who are re-shaping Christianity in radical ways which may, in fact, be nothing 
less than another Gospel. 
 
Having said that, I found TSMJ to be far less provocative and rebellious than 
other things that McLaren has written and stated. I found him to be helpful in 
reminding the church that this thing we call Christianity is not only concerned 
with getting us to heaven to be with Jesus. The church’s reaction to early 20th 
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century liberalism with its McLaren-esque call to see God’s mission in the 
here-and-now was to swing the pendulum in the other direction and to largely 
ignore issues of systemic poverty and injustice. The influence of an 
eschatology that saw the earth as nothing more than a disposable placeholder 
for people until we’re raptured home to glory led many Christians to ignore 
the need for beauty and creativity and care for the world in which we have 
been providentially placed. We carry that history as an unfortunate badge – 
although I must add that there have been a growing number of voices over 
the past 30 years or so who have also decried this failure to take seriously 
Jesus’ call to be concerned with life on a person-to-person level. Perhaps this 
message will be new to some Christians and if it is helpful in moving people to 
give their lives away to the needs of others, then praise God for that. 
 
As with Rob Bell’s Velvet Elvis, there were more than a few places where I 
scribbled notes like ‘Yes!’ and ‘Amen!’ in the margins – places where McLaren 
was spot on in his assessment of where we are and/or where we should be. 
Those moments of back-slapping agreement, unfortunately, were usually 
followed by other comments, such as ‘No!’ or ‘Why did he have to do that?’ 
McLaren and Bell share a fundamental flaw in their vision of what it means to 
follow Jesus. They have reacted to the single-mindedness that has marked 
evangelicalism – concern to get people right with God while remaining 
relatively unconcerned about those same people following Jesus into the hard 
places of life – not by bringing the horizontal and the vertical planes into 
balance, but by swinging the pendulum to the other end of the spectrum. 
Whereas evangelicalism has been marked by a preoccupation with the vertical 
plane - resulting in almost total apathy towards the horizontal plane, 
McLaren’s vision of Jesus’ message is a preoccupation with the horizontal 
plane to such a degree that the vertical is actively minimized. Take this 
exchange as an example. 
 
After stating that some leaders in the church have proclaimed a different 
message than Jesus, McLaren writes: 
 

I was having lunch one day with a well-known scholar and writer 
when this contrast hit me in the face. We were eating in a 
Chinese restaurant in Tyson’s Corner, Virginia. I was sipping my 
hot-and-sour soup when he said, “You know, most evangelicals 
haven’t the foggiest notion of what the gospel really is.” I 
considered myself an evangelical, so I felt a bit challenged by 
his statement. In response I stared at my soup, hoping he’d 
resolve the issue without asking my opinion; but he was too 
good an educator for that. “What would you say the gospel is, 
Brian?” 
 
I answered by quoting the apostle Paul in the New Testament – 
statements about justification by grace through faith, the free 
gift of salvation, Christ being a substitutionary sacrifice for my 
sin. “That’s exactly what most evangelicals say,” he replied, 
letting the tension hand for what seemed to me like a long, long 
time. I looked up from my soup and asked, a little defensively, 
“Well, then, what would you say the gospel is, if it’s not that?” I 
was preparing myself for heresy, not for enlightenment, since I 
was quite confident in my quotations from Paul. 



 
“The kingdom of God is at hand. That was Jesus’ message. Don’t 
you think we should let Jesus tell us what the gospel is?”22 

 
My frustration in reading those words is difficult to quantify because I grow 
weary of the current trend to put Jesus and Paul in opposing corners as 
though they were saying two completely different things. McLaren recognizes 
this current dialogue and suggests that the solution lies in the fact that many 
in the discussion (like myself) have simply misinterpreted Paul because 
according to McLaren, Paul found ways in his own context to communicate the 
same hidden message of Jesus proclaiming that the rule and reign of the 
present kingdom of God (see chapters 11-12). Apparently Paul wasn’t nearly 
as concerned with the status of our relationship with God as we’ve thought. 
 
What is most troubling is that in unnecessarily divorcing the horizontal 
concerns of the gospel from its vertical foundations, McLaren has left us with 
something that is less than Gospel. Other elements of his theology – including 
the apparent absence of concern about sin as a damnable offense against a 
holy God (24, 47 [note his comments on repentance], 56, 60, contra 83 
where he makes reference to being ‘reconciled to God’, 91, 110), an elevation 
of the creative freedom of man beyond the limits of Scripture (26, 66, 141), 
and his apparent belief that persons from other religions can be citizens of the 
Kingdom as long as they live out this here-and-now message of Jesus (7, 94, 
99, 127, 147-148, chapter 18 [McLaren attempts to delineate who is ‘in or 
out’ but ultimately his definition is too ambiguous to be helpful], 188) – work 
to leave us with a book that misses the holistic nature of Jesus’ message.  
 
For all of McLaren’s efforts to create dialogue, it is his continued insistence to 
polarize where  Scripture does not allow us to polarize that leaves the reader 
holding a work that creates hunger without providing the meal to satisfy our 
craving to follow Jesus. There is no doubt that there is a missional bent 
throughout the New Testament – one could even state that it is impossible to 
consider oneself a follower of Jesus unless we join in living out this mission 
and its message. McLaren and I are in agreement on that point – what I think 
he has missed (and missed badly) is the content of that message. 
 
There is no either-or between the Gospel message being about my 
relationship with God and the relationship I have with the rest of humanity. 
The Scriptures do not allow us to pick one relationship and ignore the other. 
Take the New Testament letter of Hebrews, for example. Written to a small 
house church of ethnic Jews who had come to see Jesus as their Messiah – 
and consequently encountered considerable resistance from other Jews who 
did not share their convictions about Jesus – the writer calls them to live 
missionally, to ‘go to Jesus outside the camp and bear the reproach he 
endured,’ to move away from comfort and to move towards need. Yet in 
motivating them to live out what McLaren considers to be the hidden message 
of Jesus (which can be captured by the biblical call to ‘love your neighbor as 
yourself’), the writer continues to bring these people back to work of Christ as 
the Apostle and High Priest of their confession (3:1) – they need to see that 
Jesus is the one who brings God to them and who brings them to God. Notice 
that the writer never moves his original audience away from this Old 
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Testament concern to get things right and keep things right with God through 
the ministry of a priest on their behalf – he simply calls them to see Jesus as 
the Priest of Priests, whose perfect work and ongoing ministry on their behalf 
is all they need and all they can trust in to get them in and keep them in 
relational faithfulness to God.  
 
Does this diminish the missional elements of the Christian life? Absolutely not! 
In fact, it is the freedom and forgiveness that Christ provides us that enables 
us to live out Jesus’ message. Apart from this work of grace on the vertical 
plane, our natural self-centered bent will never allow us to love other people 
with this radical love that Jesus calls us to live out.  
 
It is not as much that I don’t share McLaren’s vision and hope for my world to 
be transformed as we follow after Jesus in living out the mission of God. 
However, this book on its own – while casting a powerful if sometimes 
overstated vision – leaves me worse off than I was before I read it. I don’t 
simply need to be told what to do – I need a new heart and new mind in order 
to live this kind of life. Unfortunately, McLaren’s insistence in disconnecting 
sanctification (life) from justification (forgiveness and freedom) leaves me to 
my own sorry, powerless devices. 
 
For a more helpful yet no less challenging treatment of Jesus’ call to love 
others, grab a copy of Richard Lovelace’s Dynamics of Spiritual Life. While not 
as reader-friendly as McLaren, it’s still very understandable and provides a far 
more balanced and well-rounded vision of the Christian life than The Secret 
Message of Jesus. 


